
 

The Harvey Milk LGBTQ Democratic Club 
Candidate Questionnaire for March 2020 

 
 
Dear Candidate, 
 
Congratulations on declaring your candidacy. The Harvey Milk LGBTQ Democratic Club 
invites you to get to know us a little better as we plan our endorsements for the March 2020 
primary election. Your participation in our Club’s questionnaire will allow our Membership to 
better understand who you are, what you stand for, and what you plan to accomplish if you 
are elected to office. 
 
There are two parts to our questionnaire plus additional questions for individual offices. Part 
1 is a series of short-answer questions, with a 150-word limit on answers. Part 2 is a series 
of Yes/No questions covering a broad set of issues.  
 
Please email your answers to Political Action Committee (PAC) at pac@milkclub.org and to 
our Correspondent Lee Hepner at correspondent@milkclub.org. 
  
There will be an opportunity for you or a proxy to speak in person at the club’s PAC meeting 
on Saturday, December 7th from 11am to 6pm at the Women’s Building at 3543 18th Street. 
Please contact us at pac@milkclub.org or president@milkclub.org to schedule an 
appointment. And please note that your time will be limited to 5 minutes (including 
questions). So the content of this questionnaire will be the main source for 
endorsement consideration. 
 
Good Luck! 
 
 

Required Information 
 
Full Name: Kulvindar “Rani” Singh  
 
Office Sought: Judicial Seat 21  
 
Mailing Address:  c/o SE owens 1390 Market Street Suite 200, SF, California 94102 
 
Phone: 650-826-4521 
 
Email: rani@singhforjudge.com 
 
Website: www.singhforjudge.com 
 
Are you a Member of the Harvey Milk LGBTQ Club?: I joined the newsletters and 
believe the club portion, but I have not received confirmation of my membership. I 
signed up this summer when I was closely following the DA race.  
 
If so, since when?: This summer.  
 
Do you identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and/or queer (LGBTQ)?: No  
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PART 1: 
 

Questions for All Candidates 
(Please answer each question in 150 words or less.) 

 

1. Please describe your qualifications for the position you seek. Feel free to add anything 
that you would like our Members to know about you and your candidacy. 

As a “pioneer” Assistant DA, I have unmatched experience. I have worked in nearly every 
area in the office not sought or achieved by “traditional” prosecutors. From trials, to policy, 
from alternative courts, to neighborhood prosecution, from adult to juvenile, I took 
assignments considered not “as valued” as a DA. I engage in cutting edge work. From 
creating the first wellness court in the state at juvenile,  to being a Neighborhood DA working 
with medical marijuana dispensaries, and abatement of illegal gambling shacks in Ingleside, 
my work is ground breaking. In the case of People vs. Geeter I gained statewide recognition 
for protecting teen victims from their trafficker.  I manage the Collaborative Courts and 
Mental Health Units, which has gained worldwide attention for cutting edge justice reform. 
As a judge, my vast experience in the courtroom and community will create an atmosphere 
of equality, access to justice, and  fresh ideas.  

 

2. Do you have any key endorsements that you would like to share? Why are these 
endorsements meaningful to you? 

All my endorsements are meaningful to me because they span generations and exemplify 
the work that I have done is respected. Endorsements like John Burton and Art Agnos are 
meaningful to me because they were some of the first politicians to push the envelope and 
looks at things in a different way. My judicial endorsement from Judge Stewart whose seat I 
am seeking is very important, because his time in juvenile with me gave him a new 
perspective on how important early intervention and support is to our youth in the criminal 
justice system. My endorsements from Judge Nancy Davis, Judge Linda Colfax, and Judge 
Donna Hitchens, are so important because as LGBTQ judges who also ran for their seats 
they set the example of “trailblazers” in our field.  For a full and growing list please refer to 
www.singhforjudge.com 

 

3. What do you see as the most important short-term and long-term solutions to SF’s 
homeless crisis? What can you do in your office to help end homelessness? 

As Judges we can support progress in the homelessness crisis. Although Navigation centers 
are controversial, they can be effective, because they meet an unstably housed person 
“where they are” in their current state. I also think it is important to understand 
homelessness as it intersects with the variety of issues. From mental health, to substance 
abuse, there is not an easy fix for homelessness. As a judicial officer however, there are 
areas in which we can help to support change in this area. Judges can work with 
conservatorship partners to stabilize those who can’t care for themselves. For those in the 
criminal justice system, judges can support residential treatment and step down housing. 
Judges can also assign clients housing advocacy while they are in custody.  In the area of 
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landlord tenant law we can protect tenants from being taken advantage of by ensuring 
counsel and support.  

 

4. What are your plans to address housing affordability and economic inequality in San 
Francisco? What work have you done on these issues in the past? 

As someone who was priced out of the housing market myself as a native San Franciscan it 
is often times discouraging to see inequality in housing at play in San Francisco. I have been 
very fortunate in my work in the Collaborative Courts to work on solutions for many of our 
marginalized populations in regards to housing. By partnering with CBO’s (Community 
Based Organizations) and housing support services such as Tenderloin Housing Clinic, 
myself and our justice partners have been able to help many of our criminal justice involved 
population gain and maintain housing. By applying for grants, working with our justice 
partners, and stabilizing clients with jobs that can help subsidize housing, we try to leverage 
what we. With that  we can help get more for populations that historically have found it 
nearly impossible to secure a place to live. 

 

5. Describe your work addressing racial injustice and inequity in San Francisco. 

Throughout my career I have made it a priority in my work to make sure that the “playing 
field” is as leveled as possible. I often tell students when I present, whether it is at a 
Wrongful Conviction seminar at Golden Gate Law School, or for an Administration of Justice 
Class at City College, that in the famous words of Uncle Ben in Spider Man “With great 
power comes great responsibility”.  People often ask me as a woman of color, an 
immigrant’s daughter, and a woman who has experienced racism throughout her life why I 
chose to be a prosecutor. I tell them quite simply, that it is with this career that I can make 
impactful change. By opening doors for marginalized populations, giving second chances, 
and looking at clients with an empathetic eye I can change the lense with which people see 
criminal justice involved populations.  

 

6. How have you supported economically-underresourced LGBTQ San Franciscans, and 
how will you continue to do so if elected? 

In our work in the collaborative court we try and provide extra services for our LGBTQ 
clients. We know that often times it is difficult to find services, housing, and support. We use 
our resources and support  staff,  to reach out and connect with services that address the 
specific needs of our LGBTQ population. In Young Adult Court, we also make sure they 
have the therapeutic support that is specifically tailored to address the needs of LGBTQ men 
and women who are struggling with housing, educational barriers, and trauma. If elected, I 
hope to continue my work in Collaborative Courts, and hope to further the strides we have 
made in making sure that our LGBTQ population feels safe, heard, and supported, 
especially when dealing with, and navigating through the criminal justice system.  
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7. Do you support State Senator Scott Wiener’s SB 50, a rezoning proposal to promote 
housing density? Why or why not? 

As a judicial candidate I cannot take a position on a proposed change in law.  

 

 
8. What are your thoughts on the role of law enforcement and corporations in the  
annual Pride parade? 
 
 As a judicial candidate I cannot specifically comment on this issue.  
 
 
9. Do you support lowering the voting age to 16 for local elections? Why or why not? 
 
As a judicial candidate I cannot specifically comment, but with some knowledge and 
expertise in the area of brain development in the area of criminal justice, I think we would 
want to analyze the science behind formation of judgement. If a brain does not mature until 
age 25 we may want to analyze the brain science and development of a 16 vs. 18 year old 
to see how much growth appears in those two years.  
 
 
10. Who did you support in the recent District 5 Supervisorial race?  
 
I am not registered to vote in San Francisco and as a judicial candidate I cannot specifically 
comment on this question.  
 
 
11. Who did you support in the recent District Attorney's race?  
 
I am not registered to vote in San Francisco, and as a judicial candidate I cannot specifically 
answer this question. Furthermore, unlike any of the other candidates in this judicial race 
cycle I am a current employee in the District Attorney’s Office.  
I feel it is important to maintain the work of the office and focus on public service. I know and 
have worked with three of the four candidates that ran. (Chesa Boudin, Nancy Tung, and 
Suzy Loftus.)  
 
12.  Who did you support in the 2019 Mayor’s race? 
I am not registered to vote in San Francisco and as a judicial candidate I cannot 
specifically comment on this question.   
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Only SF DCCC Candidates 
(Please answer each question in 150 words or less.) 

 
 
1. Are you presently a member of the San Francisco DCCC? If so, did you obtain your 
position from an appointment? 
 
 
2. Please explain three main goals you would like to achieve as a DCCC member. 
 
 
3. How will you make the local Democratic Party more accessible, relevant, and engaged to 
community members? 
 
 
4. Do you support limits on DCCC fundraising? If so, explain how? 
 
 
5. If you served on the DCCC during the 2019 endorsement process, how did you vote for 
 
Mayor: 
District Attorney: 
District 5 Supervisor: 
Prop C (Vaping): 
Prop D (Uber/Lyft Tax): 
Prop E (Teacher & Family Housing): 
Prop F (Sunlight on Dark Money): 
 
 
6. Do you support a candidate or candidates for President in 2020? Why? 
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Only Judicial Candidates 
(Please answer each question in 150 words or less.) 

 

1. Are you presently serving on the bench? If so, how did you obtain your seat? 

No I am a practicing attorney.  

2. Please provide three main reasons why you should serve as judge. 

My extensive experience in SFDA office has prepared me for Superior Court Judge. (1) I 
have sound judgement and a tremendous work ethic. (2) I am very in tune with the difficult 
balancing act that judges must engage in when making tough decisions. (3) As a managing 
attorney of Collaborative Courts and Mental Health, I am able to take educated risks. Often 
times judges have to make hard decisions and cannot second guess themselves. They have 
to take comfort in knowing they can take a risk within the bounds of the law (ie. release). I 
always tell my lawyers in Collaborative Courts “ You have to feel comfortable with 
discomfort”. If you can do that you can be successful in the work. No one has a crystal ball 
and no one can predict the future, but you have to be committed and courageous to do the 
job. I am both.  

 

3. What are your thoughts on the cash bail system, and how should it be changed? 

I cannot specifically comment on this,  as a judicial candidate, but in analyzing this issue,  I 
think we can look to the juvenile system for guidance if we consider doing away with cash 
bail. In the juvenile system there is no money bail. In fact a minor is assessed at the time of 
detention and the child is either released with a solid plan or remains in custody until a plan 
is put in place. In the adult system, risk assessment tools can be implemented, and with 
proper funding, release supervision organizations can create safety planning for release 
much like in the juvenile system. Another factor to consider when weighing the issue of cash 
bail, is that cash bail without conditions does not necessarily secure public safety. We need 
to look at the overall deterrence or lack thereof when assessing whether a cash bail system 
truly works.  

 

4. Please share your perspective on racial bias and its effects on the criminal justice system. 
How would you reduce this sort of bias? (For example, San Francisco has approximately 5% 
African American residents but over 50% of its inmates are African American.) 

Although I cannot specifically comment on this as a judicial candidate, I can speak in my role 
as a District Attorney in Collaborative Courts. In those courts, we take preconceived notions, 
biases, stereotypes, and perceptions and spin them on their head.  A quick story to illustrate 
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how we can change aspects of  racial bias. I was on the street a few weeks ago and a 
young African American client from my young adult court came running up to me at the 
intersection to give me a hug and then ask me to tell his lawyer to call him. We deal with 
racial bias and inequity by working together, by changing perceptions,  and with our hearts, 
and empathy. In what world would a DA get a reception like this from a client charged with a 
felony? It can happen and I help to make it happen everyday.  

 

5. If you are serving on civil court, what measures would you take to try to make civil court 
more affordable and accessible to people of low income and modest means? 

In civil court we need to make sure that there are more support resources for those who 
cannot afford counsel. Much like Prop F allows for funded legal representation in tenant 
cases, we can look at creating a more robust, legal aid for other civil practice areas. This 
movement is commonly referred to as “civil Gideon”.  We can also assist by providing more 
self help center resources for various types of cases. For example we see some resources 
for self help in family law, but much less resources for education law. So if we can look at an 
equitable distribution of service funding we could provide more services across the board to 
enhance accessibility. The courts can play a role by assisting their Judicial Council with 
grant funding for courts. Judicial officers can assist in getting these grants by providing data 
for those grant requests. Innovation and collaboration is key.  

 

6. If you are serving on criminal court, what mitigating factors would you consider in 
sentencing defendants which you feel are not given enough consideration now? 

This is everything that I do on a daily basis in alternative courts. The very essence of the 
work we do is looking at cases with a holistic approach. The things we do in collaborative 
courts and mental health are innovative, cutting edge, and take into account everything that 
has happened to a person to put them in front of us in a courtroom. We often don’t know 
“why” people do what they do to land themselves in criminal court. I look for the “why” I dig 
for the “why” and I use the “why” to justify, explain, and create an outcome that is meaningful 
and rehabilitative. Smart justice  promotes public safety and social justice principles at the 
same time. The offender of today is often the victim of yesterday. We must look at the 
trauma the person faced not only the trauma they may have inflicted.  

7. Have you ever been held in contempt, been the subject of an adverse finding by the 
Commission of Judicial Performance, or been reprimanded by the California State Bar? If 
the answer is yes to any of these, please explain the circumstances. 

No  
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Only Congressional Candidates 
(Please answer each question in 150 words or less.) 

 

1. Please explain why you are running for Congress. 

 

2. Briefly describe three achievements you have made in your Congressional district. 

 

3. How will you make the local Democratic Party more accessible, relevant, and engaging 
for community members? 

 

4. Do you support Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s Green New Deal? Why or 
why not? 

 

5. Do you support Medicare For All? If so, how would you implement it? 

 

6. Do you support reducing military spending, and diverting it towards domestic programs? If 
so, how would you help implement this? 

 

7. Do you support reducing America’s military presence in other countries? 

 

8. What would you do to improve America’s current immigration policy? Give some 
examples. 

 

9. Do you support raising the Federal Minimum wage? If so, to what amount? 
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10. Is your campaign accepting any corporate or PAC money? If so, please list those 
sources. 

 

11. What are your main strategies for meeting voters? 

 

12. Do you support a candidate or candidates for President in 2020? Why? 

Only State Assembly & State Senate Candidates 
(Please answer each question in 150 words or less.) 

 

1. What are your top three goals as a member of the State Legislature? 

 

2. Will you increase truly affordable housing while respecting the autonomy of local zoning 
and housing policies? If so, how? 

 

3. How will you continue to advance state environmental policies that adequately address 
the climate crisis? 

 

4. Will you support a permanent ban on fracking in California? 

 

5. What are your plans for improving and expanding public transportation? 

 

6. How will you ensure that public education is fully funded and that all schools are provided 
with adequate resources, regardless of locale? How exactly will you increase teachers’ pay? 

 

7. How will you address and help remedy the record number of prison inmates? What 
programs will you undertake to assist prisoners before release and reduce recidivism? 

 

8. Is your campaign accepting any corporate or PAC money? If so, please list those 
sources. 
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9. Do you support a candidate or candidates for President in 2020? Why? 

 

Only Presidential Candidates 
(Please answer each question in 150 words or less.) 

 

1. Please explain why your candidate is running for President. 

 

2. Briefly describe three major achievements your candidate has made prior to running for 
president. 

 

3. Does your candidate support Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s Green New 
Deal? Why or why not? 

 

4. Does your candidate support Medicare For All? If so, how would it be implemented? 

 

5. Does your candidate support reducing military spending, and diverting it towards domestic 
programs? If so, how would you help implement this? 

 

6. Does your candidate support reducing America’s military presence in other countries? 

 

7. What would your candidate do to improve America’s current immigration policy? Give 
some examples. 

 

8. What steps will your candidate take to ensure reproductive freedom and LGBTQ rights? 

 

9. Does your candidate support raising the Federal Minimum wage? If so, to what amount? 
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10. Explain the criteria your candidate considers when appointing federal judges. 

 

11. Is your candidate’s campaign accepting any corporate or PAC money? If so, please list 
those sources.  
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Only Ballot Measures 
(Please answer each question in 150 words or less.) 

 

1. Briefly explain the purpose of this ballot initiative and what it would do. 

 

2. What would be the fiscal impact of this initiative? 

 

3. Who crafted this initiative, and how was it placed on the ballot? 

 

4. Who are the initiative’s principal consultants, and what is its main funding sources? 

 

5. Who are some of the initiatives’s individual and organizational supporters? 

 

6. Who are some of the initiative’s individual and organizational opponents? 

 

7. Why do you think the Harvey Milk Club should endorse this initiative? 
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PART 2:  
 

Yes or No Questions 
(Please check Yes or No for each question.) 

 
GENERAL  
YES      NO 
 

1.  Are you registered to vote as a Democrat? yes  
 

2. Have you ever sought elected office before? no  
 

3. Do you have a campaign consultant or other main point of contact? If so, 
who? Maggie Muir  

  

 
4. Have you ever sought a Milk Club endorsement in the past? no  
 
LGBTQ ISSUES  
YES      NO 
 

5. Should the SFPD formally apologize for the decades of homophobic and 
transphobic abuses and violence it committed against the LGBTQ 
community that have spanned decades.  
I cannot comment specifically on this issue based on my judicial candidacy.  

  

 
6. Do you support public funding for employment development for I 
transgender job-seekers? 
I cannot comment specifically as a judicial candidate but  I support public 
funding for any marginalized  groups that do not currently receive adequate 
supportive  funding  

  

 
7. Do you support efforts to expand access to PrEP and the Getting to Zero 
initiative to end the HIV epidemic in San Francisco? 
I cannot comment on this  specifically based on my judicial candidacy. But I 
do support  public health efforts that help the public. We are trying right now 
to work around residency requirements for some of our undocumented 
clients for DPH services. 

  

 
TENANT, HOUSING, AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES                                       YES    NO 
  

8 Do you support the creation of an independent commission to oversee the 
Department of Homelessness and Supportive Services? 
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I cannot specifically comment on the creation of a certain body to do that 
work as a judicial candidate. However, I think this is an important issue that 
needs to be addressed with multiple agencies and partners involved.  
 

9. Do you support the split-role repeal of Proposition 13?  
I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate. However, 
I think a cost benefit analysis should be entertained to see what could be 
done with the generated funds that could assist in the housing crisis.  

  

 
10. Do you support the repeal of the Costa-Hawkins Rental Housing Act? 
I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate 

  

 
11. Do you support the repeal of the Ellis Act?  
I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate.  

  

 
12. Do you support increasing funding for enforcement capacity for Short 
Term Rental platforms, e.g. AirBnB and VRBO?  
I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate.  

  

 
13. Do you support the sweeps of homeless encampments by the 
Department of Public Works? 
 I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate. 
However, I think programs like community contact by HOT and the social 
contacts LEAD program provides may be more of a  long term effective 
strategy on navigating unstably housed people to services while maintaining 
their property and dignity. We may need to look at the health aspects of the 
area sweeps as well.  

  

 
14. Do you support a vacancy tax on empty commercial properties? 
I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate, However, 
an analysis should be done on the advantages of such a tax and how that 
generated funding could be used to invigorate commercial corridors.  

  

 
 

15. Do you support a vacancy tax on empty residential properties? 
I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate. However 
an analysis should be done on the cost benefit and ideas put forth on what 
that funding would do to help create more housing opportunities.  

  

 
16. Would you support a licensing system for landlords in San Francisco? 
Although I cannot specifically comment on this, as a judicial candidate, we 
can look to other industries where licensing provides oversight to help with a 
thoughtful analysis of this issue.  
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17. Do you support a public municipal bank in San Francisco? 
I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate. However it would be 
helpful to analyze the benefits of a public banking system that could assist 
otherwise disenfranchised groups who cannot access loans or other benefits 
of banking.  

  

 
IMMIGRATION JUSTICE ISSUES  
YES    NO 
 

18. Should U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement be abolished?  
I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate. 

  

 
 
19. Do you support San Francisco’s Sanctuary City status? 
I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate, but as a district attorney 
we absolutely take into account immigration status in weighing mitigation for 
outcomes along with several other factors.  

  

 
20. Do you support due process protections for immigrant youth accused of 
crimes? 
I cannot specifically comment on this as a judicial candidate. However, I 
worked closely with non profit agencies as a district attorney in juvenile and 
many minors went through the SJIS (special juvenile immigrant status) 
process during the pendency of the case. We always allowed for ample time 
for other agencies to file the necessary documents so that the minors could 
have their rights preserved.  

  

 
21. Do you support localities allowing noncitizens to vote in local elections, 
including, but not limited to, the SF School Board? 
I cannot comment on this issue as a judicial candidate.  

  

 
22. Do you support increased funds for immigrant defense services? 
I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate, but we work closely with 
immigration attorneys in our collaborative courts in regards to any parallel 
immigration issues. I have also written letters of support for clients who are 
doing well in the criminal matter for their immigration proceedings.  

  

 
SOCIAL JUSTICE, PUBLIC HEALTH, AND LABOR ISSUES  
YES    NO 
 

23. Do you support the death penalty? 
I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate.  

  

 
24. Do you support the use of tasers by law enforcement?    
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I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate. However, my husband was 
tased once in a training exercise and it was very frightening to watch. I 
viewed it because it was taped for safety precautions.  

 
25. Do you support requiring an independent investigation of all police 
officer-related shootings? 
I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate, but as district attorney, we 
have a unit that exists to do this very thing. An act that could be criminal in 
nature is normally investigated regardless of who the perpetrator may be. 
This not only goes for officer involved shootings. It applies to thefts, DUI’s, 
Domestic Violence etc.  

  

 
26. Should the Department of Police Accountability have the power to 
investigate allegations of misconduct by members of the Sheriff’s 
Department? 
I cannot comment specifically as a judicial candidate, but this is now the 
mandate so this policy has been enacted and has already been 
implemented.  

  

 
27. Should a civilian oversight commission for the Sheriff’s Department be 
created, with the power to suspend or terminate members of the 
department? 
I cannot comment specifically as a judicial candidate. However, I believe 
there should be oversight in these matters in some form or fashion for all 
areas of public safety. How or who should implement  this oversight is 
something that I cannot specifically opine on based on the nature of the 
office am seeking.  

  

 
28. Do you support the implementation of supervised injection/consumption 
sites? 
I cannot comment specifically as a judicial candidate, but as the Managing 
Attorney of Collaborative Court and a recent member of the Mayor’s Meth 
Task Force, one of the Task Force recommendations discussed harm 
reduction and safe injection sites. In almost all our collaborative courts we 
practice harm reduction in our model of treatment.  

  

 
29. Do you support the decriminalization of sex work? 
I cannot comment specifically as  a judicial candidate and this is a broad 
question with no specificity as to trafficking or sex work with minors.  

  

 
30. Have you ever crossed a union picket line or ignored a union boycott? 
 No, I have never been involved in either or those scenarios or come across 
this issue. I was part of a walk out when I was in junior college when I was a 
clerk at the 5 and 10 cent store. We engaged in a walk out in demand of 
better wages and health insurance for part time employees who worked at 
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least 25 hours but less than 40. It lasted one day and we were given our 
requests.  
 

 
31. Do you support the right for public sector employees to go on strike?  
I cannot specifically comment based on my judicial candidacy, but this 
question also lacks certain specificity as to whether the class of employees 
are public safety and are imperative to the  health and safety of the 
community. Public sector is very broad in definition.  

  

 
32. Do you support AB 5, making it harder for companies to label workers as 
independent contractors instead of employees? 
I cannot specifically comment on this as a judicial candidate. But I think an 
equity analysis would need to be done, if the rights and protections are far 
more for employees vs. independent contractors, which I would imagine they 
are.  

  

 
33. Do you support the recent vote by the SF Board of Supervisors to close 
Juvenile Hall? 
I cannot specifically comment as a judicial candidate, but as a District 
Attorney who worked in juvenile for 7 years, we should make sure treatment 
based options in advance of the closure, to make sure that we have secure 
and  safe therapeutic settings for any minor who cannot return home during 
the pendency of their case. Planning and funding for alternatives is critical at 
this point.  
 

  

 
34. Do you support the rebuilding of the county jail at 850 Bryant? 
I cannot specifically comment as a judicial candidate, but as a District 
Attorney I assisted our chief of policy in an alternatives to incarceration 
analysis to address the issue of the benefits vs. costs of a new jail.  

  

 
EDUCATION AND YOUTH  
YES    NO 
 

35. Do you support expanding LGBTQ curriculum throughout San 
Francisco’s public schools? 
I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate, but  
I think curriculum should broadened in many areas in our schools.  

  

 
36. Do you support the full, continuous funding for Free City College? 
Although I cannot specifically comment on this issue as a judicial candidate, 
I think access to education is essential to the well being of our community. 
So whether it be through free community college or subsidies given to the 
city or state a student should have access to  higher education regardless of 
ability to pay.  
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the37. Do you think teachers' salaries should be increased to ensure a living 
wage in San Francisco? 
I cannot specifically answer this question as a judicial candidate. But as the 
director of a Mock trial program for 6-8th graders and someone who 
presents at the elementary- law school level to students all over the city, it is 
one of the hardest jobs I know. My daughter wants to be a teacher and I am 
so proud of her, but I also know she will very likely struggle economically if 
she decides to stay in bay area.  

  

 
38. Do you support the March 2020 ballot initiative known as the San 
Francisco Affordable Housing/Jobs Balanced Development Act (“M2”)? 
I cannot discuss this open ballot initiative issue as a judicial candidate. But I 
know affordable housing is at an all time low, and as someone priced out of 
the city as a native it is an important issue for all of us to address.  

  

 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND TRANSPORTATION ISSUES                                    YES    NO 
 

39. Do you support the recent bailout of Pacific, Gas, & Electric? 
I cannot specifically answer this as a judicial candidate.  
 

  

 
40. Do you support the dissolution of Pacific, Gas, & Electric? 
I cannot comment on this as a judicial candidate.  
 

  

 
41. Do you support expanding the CleanPower SF program? 
I cannot comment based on my judicial candidacy.  

  

 
42. Should CEQA guidelines be reduced in order to increase development? 
 I cannot comment based on my judicial candidacy.  

  

 
43. Do you ride San Francisco public transit on a daily basis?  
I ride it but not daily.  

  

 
44. Do you support free access to public transit for seniors,  
disabled persons, the economically disadvantaged, and the underserved? 
I cannot specifically comment based on my judicial candidacy, but I think we 
can look into grant funding, subsidies and other areas, to provide access to 
public transit for those who cannot afford to travel in the city.  

  

 
 

45. Do you support a plan to provide free transportation citywide?   
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I cannot comment specifically based on my judicial candidacy. However as a 
kid growing up in the city, and now having children who use public transit we 
need to look at promoting public transit so we can continue to reduce our 
carbon footprint. That will need to be analyzed at many levels.  

 
46. Do you support the ongoing switchbacks on the K, N, and T Muni lines? 
I cannot specifically comment based on my judicial candidacy. However, 
switchbacks can be very frustrating to passengers. The N apparently has the 
most and that was the muni car I rode my whole childhood into adulthood.  

  

 
47. Should the mayor continue to appoint all commissioners to the SFMTA? 
I cannot specifically comment based  on my judicial candidacy.  

  

 
48. Did you support Measure D on the November 2019 ballot? 
I am not registered to vote in SF and cannot comment based on my judicial 
candidacy.  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
POLITICAL TRANSPARENCY         YES    NO 
 

50. Did you support the recent Sunlight on Dark Money (Prop F) ballot 
measure on the November 2019 ballot? 
I am not registered to vote in San Francisco. I cannot comment on this as a 
judicial candidate.  

  

 
51. Does your campaign accept corporate contributions? 
I have not received any.  

  

 
52. Does your campaign accept contributions from individuals with a 
financial interest in land use matters valued at $5 million or more? 
I have not received any.  
 

  

 
53. Do you support expanding SF’s public financing program? 
I cannot comment based on my judicial candidacy  
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54. Do you support Supervisor Gordon Mar's charter measure to prohibit a 
mayoral appointment within 90 days of an election? 
I cannot comment on this based on my judicial candidacy, although I am 
aware that this proposed charter measure was created based on the 
situation in the office I am currently working in.  
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